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About This Game

In City Defense you need to protect your city from capture by enemy equipment.
To do this, you can build 3 types of automatic turrets, which have their own unique characteristics and use different

ways to destroy the enemy. But do not forget to upgrade your turrets, then they will cause more damage and continue to shoot!

Fierce battles take place in 15 unique locations, ranging from urban areas to spacious suburbs.
Many game elements, including enemy routes, are randomly generated and give a unique experience from each game.

Earn money by destroying enemies. They can buy the unwinding time to build new turrets or to upgrade old ones.
Careful study of the features of locations and types of enemies will teach on the move to make the right decisions.

Peculiar properties:

- "Rewind" time ago! But it only works on enemies, and you will have time to destroy them!

- Create unique turrets to defend your city!

- Different levels of difficulty

- 22 types of enemy vehicles with their unique characteristics
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Build the perfect defense! Keep them coming! Don't give up until the last!
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Title: City Defense
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Studio48, Turykin Nikolay
Publisher:
Studio48
Release Date: 31 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Quad-Core (q8300), 2500 MHz

Memory: 1 GB ОЗУ MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 series or AMD Radeon HD 6000 series, 1GB Video Card (Minimum Shader Model 2.0)

Storage: 530 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English
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This game really appealed to me because there are no "mobs" to kill, just bosses and sometimes puzzles on how to get to them.

The boss mechanics vary enough from different fights to keep the game entertaining.

I strongly recommend this game to anyone who enjoy challenging boss fights.. Bought, mostly to support these amazing
developers. Keep it up!. Things this game does not have:

- Towers. Which makes the tag "tower defense" rather misleading.
- Control over units. Your units march out of your castle and on three paths toward the enemy castle. This is all they do.
- Indicators for level, wave, hitpoints or anything else. At some point you'll get a 60 seconds countdown before a level ends, but
it seems random when or if it happens. Some earlier levels were notably longer than later ones.
- Different maps. I can't tell what level I'm in, but I would guess 13 or 14 and so far all had the exact same map.
- Spell variety. Considering spells are the only thing you have to influence what happens, two are not a whole lot. There might be
a third one behind the one locked slot, but I'm not holding my breath.
- Ability variety. Even during levels you will be offered the same set of upgrades again and again. There is no "Slash Damage II"
or some form of higher version.
- Soundtrack variety. There is only one track and it instantly gave me a strong Heroes of Might and Magic III flashback. It's
either a ripoff or straight from the game. But at least it's a decent track.
- Skip option for intro. You have to sit through the terrible voiceover and the irrelevant "story".
- Exit Game button.
- Windowed mode.
- Need for strategy. Increase Damage and Increase Troops is all you need, though unlocking the Spellbook is a good idea
because it gives you two more buttons to click (for a total of 4).. came for the occult mystery stayed for the pain. r.i.p my 0.20$.
if you want to play zombies it's okay

if you want to play multiplayer it's not okay

if you want to play campaign seek help. Got stuck a few times... where there's a will (and friendly discussion forums ;) ) there's
a way. Keep your mask ON! lol Loved it. Can't wait for the other crown games to come out ^_^
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A small, but interesting scenario, and I'm pleased to say the previous issues with translations present at launch in the base game
are largely gone now. Some strange wording here and there, but nothing much to worry about. As for the scenario itself, it's
brief, and could have perhaps run a little longer, but for what it is, I enjoyed it, and if you liked the base game already, you'll
probably like it too. For the price, it's well worth it, and I look forward to more expansions to come.. 5 minutes that don't look
nowhere near as good as the video above. Played on HTC Vive with GTX 1080 on two different quality settings. Glitchy and
not thrilling at all. This should be a free demo.. Cool shmup! Nice graphics, good music and controls. Lots of unlockables visual
filters to keep the eyes entertained too.
Dev is very responsive and open to feedback.
I did have some issues with differentiating foreground\/background graphics and some minor issues with but overall it's a solid
shmup. It even has some nods to another one of their games- vortex attack which is a fun game too--which was really cool.
Unfortunately I'll probably never get the "real" ending as I found continuing means you have to start at the very beginning of the
stage, (think the original Super Mario Bros), instead of at the level I died in. No worries though.. Update Note: This game has
been abandoned with no posts, explanations, or updates from the Devs for well over a year. Only purchase if you think it's really
worth it in it's current state.

I have had Castle Chaos for about a year now and have only played it for about 2 hours. On my scale, one should get much more
playtime than 2 hours from an $8 game. If it were $1-$3, I might recommend it, but at the base of $8, it's not worth it.

The concept itself is okay, and the game looks well made and smooth. Achievements are nice and set some goals to accomplish.
It does only have partial controller support, which is unfortunate, because it seems easy enough to add full support. Currently
you can only aim\/attack\/rotate with a controller, not use any menu options, settings, start the game, etc.

Castle Chaos could definitely use updates to add some variation and more maps, cannon types, gamemodes, and things along
those lines. The developer has done a solid job up until this point, but there have been no updates and the game is missing a ton
of potential. Add more fun options or ideas to the game and this might become a positive review.

We were told online multiplayer would be added quite a while ago, which sounds great, but I would honestly just like some kind
of update, I don't care if it's new items and maps or new larger features like online multiplayer. Devs, please take into
consideration expanding your game into something that doesn't have completely linear gameplay.

Overall, it isn't a terrible game, but it's definitely overpriced with a noticeable lack of features, resulting in a game I'll rarely
touch. Hopefully I can look forward to updates in the near future.

3.5\/10. Awesome game. 10\/10 recommended.. Yes! Yes! Yes!. Fun game, but it always seems like there's some "issue" that
has to be fixed before I can actually play the game. Gets old fast.. Rachel sucks
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